
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Please feel free to contact us at the references below for any information concerning products, 
applications and service, our engineers will get back to you with the best of their expertise.

Via Einaudi, 25 - Moncalieri (TO), Italy
sales@sequoia.it  -  www.sequoia.it

+39 011 640 2992

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  

 

Analog Input Features

SQD-41 SQD-41S

4, single-handed, simultaneous channels

24-bit resolution

High-Pass Filter [Hz]

AC/DC Coupling

Current Source [mA]

Maximum Sample Rate/Ch [kHz]

1 Tachometer

±30 V Tachometer Input Range

Analog Output Readback Capability -

-
Other Features

Multiple Module Synchronization

Connectors

4

52.7

4

52.7

BNC BNC

0.5 0.1

HOW TO REACH OUT

SQD-41®

Universal Measurement 
Module

DISCOVER OUR PRODUCT LINE

•The e-Sensor System, the cutting-edge technology for multiple applications, Industry 4.0 ready.

•The GEA System, the perfect companion for structural and vibration monitoring in the civil sector.

•FastTracer, small, portable and easy to use sensor, perfect for vibration monitoring on machine tools.

•SeTAC System, smart and modular system for vibration monitoring in several different environments.



SQD-41®  SQD-41S® 
4-Channel Universal Module

For Any Measurement You Need It
SQD-41 is Ready

Small and portable, USB powered data 
acquisition module,  ideal for high-accuracy 
dynamic noise, vibration, and acoustic 
measurements and signal acquisition. 

4 IEPE/VOLTAGE INPUTS: The module comes with a set of four high dynamic, 
simultaneous, 24-bit Delta Sigma ADC’s analog inputs, with a sample rate of up 
to 52.7 kHz.

USB POWERED PLUG & PLAY: The SQD-41 does not need any external 
proprietary cable to be powered, you simply need a common USB to attach it 
and power it, for example, through your laptop.

COUNTER/ENCODER/DIGITAL INPUTS: The module is configured with one 
counter/encoder input.

SYNCHRONIZATION OF MULTIPLE MODULES: It’s possible to connect 
multiple SQD-4S modules to synchronize the acquisition of sound, vibration and 
signal data at the same time.

BEST QUALITY, COMPETITIVE PRICE: The SQD-41 will make your 
measurements as cost efficient as ever, being less expensive than its competitors. 
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$

Our Partner’s Data Acquisition Software 
Included for Free

SIGVIEW® Acquisition and Analysis Software

FEATURES

•Real time data display, signal analysis and control. You can work with live signals and observe results immediately;
•Import and export of signal files in numerous formats: WAV, MP3, ASCII, WMA, AIFF, SND, 8/16/32-bit, etc.;
•Julia Language embedded scripting to add new analysis functions or input/output formats;
•Optimized FFT algorithm with fine parameter tuning and various pre and postprocessing options (i.e. windowing, etc.);
•Spectrogram and Time-FFT functions with powerful graphical display solutions;
•Order Analysis functions (forward and inverse transformations);
•3D signal filter for a free selection of filter time, frequency and amplitude properties;
•Various statistics functions: peak hold, averaging, smoothing, removing linear trend, probability distribution, etc.;
•Advanced signal display and handling options: unlimited overlays and number of markers for each signal;
•Graphical block diagram environment improves productivity when working with complex analysis systems;
•Custom tools and workspaces can be created and later reused or exchanged with other SIGVIEW users.

APPLICATIONS

            •Vibration analysis;
            •General sound analysis;
            •Communication signal analysis;
            •Seismic signal analysis;
            •Numerical mathematics;
            •Financial trends analysis;

•Voice signal analysis;
•Noise detection, analysis and removal;
•Signal and electronic intelligence;
•Medical signal analysis (ECG, EEG...);
•Statistical data analysis;
•Education.
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